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[1] It is shown how a change in orientation between the source mechanism of two
identically located double couple sources can be estimated from the correlation of the coda
waves excited by their sources. The change in orientation is given by the root mean
square of the change in strike, Dfs dip, Dd and rake, Dl of the double couple. It is not
possible to determine Dfs, Dd or Dl individually from the cross correlation.
Applicability of the theory is tested using synthetic waveforms generated from a 3D finite
difference solver for the elastic wave equation. Changes in strike, dip and rake are
tested independently and simultaneously. In each case a crossover point is identified such
that the actual change in orientation is within one standard deviation of the coda wave
interferometry (CWI) estimates for all rotations below the crossover. After the crossover,
the CWI estimates give a lower bound on the change in orientation. Crossover points
of 30!, 62!, and 56!, respectively are observed when the strike, dip and rake are varied
independently. When all angles are varied simultaneously by the same quantity the
crossover point is 17!. The new theory can be applied in combination with existing coda
wave interferometry techniques for estimating source separation. It creates the potential
for joint relative location and focal mechanism determination using information from
seismic coda recorded at a single station.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Modeling Earthquake Mechanisms

[2] Understanding the physics of seismic sources is
important for many applications in seismology. Modeling
earthquake mechanisms provided seismological support for
theories on plate tectonics [Isacks et al., 1968] and seafloor
growth [Sykes, 1967]. Mechanisms are regularly used at
regional [e.g., Dreger and Helmberger, 1993; Zhao and
Helmberger, 1994] and local [e.g., Thurber et al., 2006;
Hardebeck, 2006] distances to interpret seismicity and
understand earthquake processes. They are routinely derived
for globally recorded earthquakes by the Global Centroid
Moment Tensor (CMT) project [Dziewonski et al., 1981;
Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1983; Ekström et al., 1998].
[3] An earthquake mechanism can be approximated by a

point source when its dimension, L is small compared to the
wavelengths, l of interest [Jost and Herrmann, 1989]. Stein
and Wysession [2003] derive this criterion by first demon-

strating that the difference in arrival time between waves
traveling from different ends of a fault is given by TR, the
total rupture time for the fault. Secondly, they argue that
the dominant period, T must be larger than TR, otherwise
the waveform will be significantly affected by waves
radiating from different parts of the source. Finally, Stein
and Wysession [2003] show that

TR
T

! L

l
; "1#

hence demonstrating that a point source approximation is
adequate when the source dimension is small compared to
the wavelength. Similarly, we can impose the criterion that
the dominant frequency of the waveforms is smaller than the
corner frequency fc (or the circular corner frequency wc) since
for simple models of the source spectra 1

TR
= fc [e.g., Brune,

1970; Scholz, 2004].
[4] There are two widely used descriptions for the point

source mechanism [Kennett, 1988]. Both approaches repre-
sent the source by a set of equivalent body forces. The
classical description includes a fault plane, on which slip
occurs, and its perpendicular auxiliary plane. This formula-
tion is restricted to explaining shear dislocation or double-
couple sources. A more versatile description of the seismic
point-source is given by the moment tensor. Moment
tensors can describe seismic sources that lead to volumetric
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change as well as composite linear vector dipoles and
double-couples. We use the notation of the moment tensor,
but our analysis is restricted to double-couple sources.
[5] Techniques for modeling the mechanism of a point-

source can be broadly separated into two categories. The
first category exploit the polarity and/or amplitude of P- and
S- waves directly, whereas the second category considers
the pulse shape of the arriving wave through waveform
matching. The simplest of the polarity/amplitude based
techniques uses the first motion (P wave) polarity to identify
locations on a source centered sphere that initially undergo
compression and dilatation. For a double couple, this
approach divides the sphere into four quadrants that repre-
sent the focal mechanism. Examples of its use are given by
Sykes [1967] and Oppenheimer et al. [1988]. Hardebeck
and Shearer [2002] and Kilb and Hardebeck [2006]
describe how the accuracy of first motion polarity techni-
ques can be improved if uncertainties in the event location,
velocity model and polarity are considered during the
inversion for focal mechanism or fault plane solution.
[6] The use of S-wave information can improve the

stability of mechanism inversion. Herrmann [1975] and
Nakamura [2002] describe how to use both P and S-wave
polarities simultaneously; and Kisslinger [1980], Kisslinger
et al. [1981], Julian and Foulger [1996] and Hardebeck and
Shearer [2003] discuss the inclusion of S/P wave amplitude
ratios. Snoke [2003] provides a software package FOCMEC,
that incorporates P and S wave polarities as well as S/P wave
amplitude ratios in the inversion for source mechanism.
[7] Waveform techniques involve comparing sections of

the observed waveforms with those derived synthetically
using idealized models. Typically the process is couched in
an inversion routine whereby earthquake parameters are
sought to satisfy a pre-defined misfit criteria when synthetic
and observed waveforms are compared. A number of
approaches have been developed. These differ in the way
they treat the observations (e.g., filtering, truncation); gen-
erate the synthetic waveforms (e.g., frequency wave number
(F-K) integration, superposition of normal modes); the
manner in which they describe the source (e.g., moment
tensor or double couple focal mechanism); and the param-
eters that vary during the inversion (e.g., source mechanism,
event location, velocity model). The nature of these choices
influences the applicability of the technique.
[8] For example, Dziewonski et al. [1981] describe a

technique for simultaneously modeling earthquake mecha-
nisms and hypocenter location from teleseismic waveforms.
The waveforms are truncated and filtered (T > 45 s) to focus
on long-period body waves and hence reduce uncertainties
associated with small scale variations in the velocity model.
The superposition of normal modes is used to generate
synthetics. An extension of this approach is provided by
Dziewonski and Woodhouse [1983] who include the use of
longer-period surface waves known as mantle waves
(T > 135 s) for events with Mw > 6. Collectively, these two
procedures are used to determine the moment tensor sol-
utions for the Global Centroid Moment Tensors (CMT)
project. Originally, surface waves with period T < 135 s
were ignored in the CMT approach because they are
particularly sensitive to lateral variations in Earth structure
[Dziewonski et al., 1981], details of which were not cap-
tured in available velocity models. However, Arvidsson and

Ekström [1998] and Ekström et al. [1998] provide a further
enhancement to the CMT technique which includes surface
waves with 40 s < T < 60 s by incorporating new 3D
mantle-[Ekström and Dziewonski, 1995] and global phase-
[Ekström et al., 1997] velocity maps.
[9] Sipkin [1994] describes an alternative approach for

determining moment tensors from teleseimically recorded
P waveform data. By focussing on P waves only it is
possible to obtain moment tensor estimates of most earth-
quakes with magnitude 5.8 or greater within 20 min of data
arrival at a central location. Another variation for teleseismic
mechanism determination is given byMarson-Pidgeon et al.
[2000] and Kennett et al. [2000] who use nonlinear inver-
sion and SV- waveforms to combine the hypocenter and
mechanism determination from a limited number of short-
period teleseismic records. The ability of the latter-technique
to work with less stations facilitates its use with lower
magnitude events which may not be recorded as widely.
[10] Dreger and Helmberger [1993] model source param-

eters from sparsely distributed three-component regional
recordings. Their technique also requires filtering and
truncation of the waveforms so that only long-period body
waves are considered. It simultaneously solves for both
mechanism and location. It has been successfully applied in
Turkey for earthquakes with Mw $ 3.7 [Örgulu et al., 2003]
and automated in California for real time moment tensor
solutions [Pasyanos et al., 1996]. In the latter case Rayleigh
waves are also incorporated. There are other examples
describing the simultaneous use of long-period body and
surface waves at regional distances [e.g., Langston, 1981;
Randall et al., 1995]. All of these regional waveform
matching techniques use Green’s functions derived from
one dimensional (layered) velocity models to generate the
synthetics. This is usually required due to inadequate
knowledge of the 3D structure. The approach is successful
because of the restriction to long-period waves which are
less sensitive to lateral velocity variations than are their
short period counterparts [Langston, 1981; Dreger and
Helmberger, 1993; Pasyanos et al., 1996]. Zhao and
Helmberger [1994] demonstrate how separating the seismo-
gram into smaller sub-sections combined with the use of L1
and L2 norms (to emphasize different properties) facilitates
the use of regional broadband waveforms (i.e., containing
high frequencies) without adversely effecting the deter-
mined mechanism. The success of this technique required
the simultaneous use of polarity information as well as
waveform matching.
[11] Typically, the interpretation of small to moderate

sized local earthquake mechanisms has focused on P- and
S-wave polarity and P/S-wave amplitude studies. However,
attempts at using waveform data in local settings have been
made by some authors. Saikia and Hermann [1985] com-
bine polarity and amplitude techniques with waveform
matching of short sections centered on the P- and S- wave
arrivals. Restriction to these arrivals permits the use of high
frequency (up to 10 Hz) data with a 1D velocity model. A
similar approach is taken by Shomali and Slunga [2000],
who also use a 1D velocity model and small sections of the
high frequency (1 to 4 Hz or 1 to 6 Hz) waveform around
the P- and S-wave arrivals.
[12] Jost et al. [2002] and Ramos-Martı́nez and McMehan

[2001] use the search method of Zhao and Helmberger
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[1994] to model focal mechanisms of local earthquakes.
Recall that this technique was originally applied to
regional data. Jost et al. [2002] consider earthquakes
with %0.2 < Ml < 2.2 in the Aegean area, Europe. The
technique produced focal mechanisms that did not compare
favorably with those derived from polarity and amplitude
information. Differences may be associated with erroneous
first motion data or inadequacy of the employed 1D velocity
model to explain the 3D structure [Jost et al., 2002]. That is,
at local scales the waveforms are more sensitive to hetero-
geneity at the frequencies of interest compared to the
original regional application of Zhao and Helmberger
[1994]. Ramos-Martı́nez and McMehan [2001] demon-
strate that combining the search techniques of Zhao and
Helmberger [1994] with a detailed 3D velocity model can
lead to the successful interpretation of local earthquakes.
This is illustrated by comparing focal mechanisms derived
from local recordings with those from regional recordings of
2 Northridge 1994 earthquake aftershocks. Ramos-Martı́nez
and McMehan [2001] also demonstrate by means of a
synthetic study that a reduction in waveform residuals of
&50% can be obtained when the 3D velocity structure of the
San Fernando basin is considered rather than the 1D layered
model for the region. The remaining residual is associated
with vertical crack anisotropy (&30%) and attenuation
(&20%). Despite its success with Northridge aftershocks,
the use of the Zhao and Helmberger [1994] technique for
local events is limited because detailed 3D velocity models
are rarely available.
[13] In this paper we examine constraints on the source

mechanism from coda waves. Theory is presented that
relates the change in orientation between two source mech-
anisms and the cross correlation of their coda waves.
Applicability of the theory is tested numerically.

1.2. Earthquake Properties From Coda Waves

[14] The latter arriving waves on a seismogram arise from
scattering and are known as coda waves [Aki, 1969; Snieder,
1999; Snieder, 2006]. Some authors have used coda to infer
properties of the source and/or media [e.g., Aki, 1969; Aki
and Chouet, 1975; Abubakirov and Gusev, 1990; Margerin
et al., 1999]. In a seminal paper, Aki [1969] adopted a
statistical treatment to describe the generation of coda in
terms of single-backscattering waves and used it to compute
the seismic moment from the coda of local earthquakes. Aki
and Chouet [1975] introduce an alternative explanation for
the generation of coda via a diffusion process. They discuss
links between source spectra, attenuation and coda using
single-backsacttering and diffusion theories for coda wave
generation. More recent explanations of coda generation
consider multiple scattering, an interpolation between the
two extremes [Hoshiba, 1991; Margerin et al., 2000]. An
emerging use of coda waves, known as coda wave interfer-
ometry (CWI), is based on the interference pattern between
the coda of two events [Snieder and Vrijlandt, 2005;
Snieder, 2006]. This idea has been used to determine
seismic velocity changes in laboratory specimens [Roberts
et al., 1992; Snieder et al., 2002; Grêt et al., 2006],
volcanoes [Ratdomopurbo and Poupinet, 1995; Grêt et
al., 2005] and fault zones [Poupinet et al., 1984]. Despite
these examples, the majority of seismological applications
discard the coda.

[15] Snieder and Vrijlandt [2005] demonstrated the use of
CWI to estimate the separation in spatial position between
two earthquakes with assumed comparable source mecha-
nism (geometry of the fault plane, slip vector) and source
spectrum over the employed frequencies. The later require-
ment is attained by considering waveforms with frequencies
smaller than the corner frequency of each event. Changes in
the source mechanism between the events also influences
the cross correlation and therefore contaminate CWI esti-
mates of source separation. In this paper we derive the
theory for relating the change in orientation of two identi-
cally located double couple source mechanisms to the cross
correlation computed from their waveforms. The relation-
ship is remarkably simple and, unlike the CWI source
separation estimates, is not dependent on the frequency
content of the waveforms.
[16] To test the new theory we use a 3D elastic wave

solver to synthetically generate waveforms from gradually
perturbed source mechanisms. By comparing the known
source mechanism changes with estimates from the theory
we are able to validate the derived relationship for small
changes in orientation.

2. Theory

[17] The normalized time-shifted cross correlation is
given by

R t;tw" # ts" # !
R t'tw
t%tw

ui t
0" #eui t0 ' ts" #dt0

R t'tw
t%tw

u2i t0" #dt0
R t'tw
t%tw

eu2i t0" #dt0
! "1

2

; "2#

where ts is the shift time. It measures the change between
the reference ui and perturbed eui displacement in the
direction i over a time window of length 2tw [Snieder and
Vrijlandt, 2005]. The displacement terms in equation (2) can
be replaced with velocity or acceleration, provided the same
wavefield is used for both events. Note that R(t,tw)(0) is the
correlation coefficient. Snieder [2006] demonstrates how
the maximum of the normalised cross correlation over the
time window tw is related to the variance of the traveltime
perturbation st by

R t;tw" #
max ! 1% 1

2
w2s2

t ; "3#

where the mean square of the angular frequency w2 is given
by

w2 !
R t'tw
t%tw

_u2i t0" #dt0
R t'tw
t%tw

u2i t0" #dt0
; "4#

and _ui represents the derivative of ui with respect to time, t.
In this paper the derivative _u(t) is computed by numerical
differentiation of u(t). The relationship between the source
separation D and st is given by

D2 ! g a; b" #s2
t : "5#
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[18] Here a and b refer to P- and S-wave velocities,
respectively and the source separation D is a scalar quantity
containing no information about direction. The function g
depends on the type of excitation (explosion, point force,
double couple) and on the direction of the source displace-
ment relative to the point force or double couple. For
example, Snieder and Vrijlandt [2005] demonstrate that
for two double couple sources displaced in the fault plane

g a;b" # ! 7

2
a6 ' 3

b6

! "

6
a8 ' 7

b8

! " : "6#

2.1. Formulation of the CWI Source Mechanism
Problem

[19] Using a similar approach, we derive a relationship
between the variation in source orientation of two double
couple events and the cross correlation of their coda. Con-
sider two events with different focal mechanisms located at
the same hypocenter. Ignoring variation in magnitude
between the events, the waveforms that leave the source

in a particular direction differ in amplitude due to a change
in radiation pattern associated with the variation in source
orientation. There is no traveltime delay for waves that
follow the same scattering path due to the identical location.
This point is the fundamental difference between the deri-
vation described here and that of Snieder and Vrijlandt
[2005] for CWI applied to estimating source separation. In
their treatment the change in spatial position creates a
traveltime delay (or advance). A comparison of the two
CWI approaches is given in Figure 1.
[20] In the following we consider waves excited by a

double couple source. For convenience we refer to one of
the sources as the reference event and the second as the
varied event. This nomenclature recognizes that the varied
mechanism is attained by changing the dip, rake and strike
of the reference event. The particle displacement (shown by
the seismogram) associated with the reference event at an
arbitrary station can be computed by summing the displace-
ment from all scattering trajectories, T that reach the station

ui t" # ! Am

X

T

u
T" #
i t" #; "7#

where ui
(T) is the component of displacement from scattering

path T in direction i normalized by Am, the amplitude of event
with magnitude, m. The sum over all trajectories, T also
represents a sum over wave types, P wave and the two S
wave polarizations, for each path segment. The perturbed
wave at the same station can be written as

eui t" # ! fAm

X

T

eu T" #
i t" # ! fAm

X

T

1' r T" #
! "

u
T" #
i t" #; "8#

where eui(T) is the component of displacement from scattering
path T in the ith direction normalized by fAm and r(T)

measures the change in waves radiated by the source along
scattering path T. In the presence of strong scattering the
‘normalized energy’ in the perturbed and reference waves is
the same. That is,

Z X

T

u
T" #2
i t0" #dt0 !

Z X

T

1' r T" #
! "2

u
T" #2
i t" #dt0; "9#

where the integrals are taken over the entire length of the
coda. For small changes in source orientation and
sufficiently large time windows 2tw, the following approx-
imation holds

Z t'tw

t%tw

X

T

u
T" #2
i t0" #dt0 &

Z t'tw

t%tw

X

T

1' r T" #
! "2

u
T" #2
i t" #dt0:

"10#

[21] The size of the time window required for a given
level of accuracy depends on the change in orientation
between the sources. The accuracy of equation (10) can
be determined directly from the waveforms. The maximum
cross correlation occurs when ts = 0 because there is no
traveltime delay (or advance) associated with a source
mechanism change.

Figure 1. Application of coda wave interferometry (CWI)
to source displacement (top) and source variation (bottom).
The first segment of each travel path is illustrated in grey
and depicts travel between the event (focal mechanism) and
the first scatterer (circle). The remainder of the travel path
(black line) indicates reflections from multiple scatterers
before reaching the recording station (triangle). In the
source displacement case the event is moved spatially
without change to the mechanism whereas in the new
theory, the orientation of the mechanism is changed without
variation in location. In the former differences in the
recorded waveforms result from a traveltime perturbation
associated with variation in the first segment of the path. In
the latter case the waveforms differ due to a change in
radiation pattern associated with the change in orientation.
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[22] When equations (7), (8), and (10) are inserted into
the cross-correlation we get a double sum

P

TeT
which can be

decomposed into diagonal- and cross-terms
P

TeT
=
P

T!eT
+
P

T 6!eT
. In

coda wave interferometry the cross terms
P

T 6!eT
lead to

fluctuations in the correlation function that characterizes
the change. These fluctuations are reduced as the window
length, 2tw is increased [Snieder, 2004]. In coda wave
interferometry the cross-terms are ignored to simplify the
derivation of key results [Snieder, 2006].
[23] Substituting ts = 0 and equations (7), (8), and (10)

into equation (2) leads to

R t;tw" #
max ! 1' hri; "11#

where

hri !

P
T

r T" # R t'tw
t%tw

u
T" #2
i t0" #dt0

P
T

R t'tw
t%tw

u
T" #2
i t0" #dt0

"12#

is the path-weighted average of the change in displacement.
Note that hri can be computed directly from the perturbed
and reference waveforms.

2.2. Relating hhhhriiii to the Variation in Source Mechanism

[24] The displacement, ui
(T) can be re-written as

u
T" #
i ! _s t % t T" #

! "
f T" #A T" #p

T" #
i ; "13#

where _s(t % t(T)) is the source time function derivative with
time, t(T) is the traveltime along trajectory T, f(T) is the
amplitude of radiation taking off along trajectory T, A(T) is
the product of geometrical spreading and scattering
coefficients and pi

(T) is the i component of the polarization
vector that we assume to be measured for waves propagat-
ing along T. Assuming that s(t), pi

(T) and A(T) are identical
for the events we can re-write equation (12) as

hri !

P
T

r T" #f T" #2p
T" #2
i

R t'tw
t%tw

s2 t0 % t T" ## $
dt0

P
T

f T" #2p
T" #2
i

R t'tw
t%tw

s2 t0 % t T" #" #dt0
!

P
T

r T" #f T" #2

P
T

f T" #2 ;

"14#

and, using

eu T" #
i t" # ! 1' r T" #

! "
u

T" #
i t" #; "15#

we obtain

r T" # !
ef T" #

f T" # % 1; "16#

where ef (T) is the radiation term for the perturbed event. For
elastic wave propagation we separate the radiation term, f (T)

into P, SH and SV waves as follows

f T" # ! f T ;P" # ' f T ; SV" # ' f T ; SH" #; "17#

hence

hri !

P
T

r T ;P" #f T ;P" #2 '
P
T

r T ;SH" #f T ;SH" #2 '
P
T

r T ;SV" #f T ;SV" #2

P
T

f T ;P" #2 '
P
T

f T ;SH" #2 '
P
T

f T ;SV" #2 ;

"18#

where the, P, SH and SV denote the wave type as it leaves
the source. Replacing the summation over all paths with an
angular integration over all takeoff angles yields

hri !
R

r T ;P" #f T ;P" #2 ' r T ;SH" #f T ;SH" #2 ' r T ;SV" #f T ;SV" #2# $
dWR

f T ;P" #2dW'
R
f T ;SH" #2dW'

R
f T ;SV" #2dW

"19#

where dW = sinqdqdf, and the integration limits for dq and
df are [0, 2p] and [0, p], respectively.
[25] We let

Mjk ! Mjk fs;l; d" # "20#

represent the moment tensor of the reference event where
fs, l, d indicate the strike, rake and dip, respectively. The
moment tensor in polar coordinates is related to these angles
by

M11 ! %Mo sin d cosl sin 2fs ' sin 2d sinl sin2 fs

# $

M12 ! M21 ! %Mo sin d cosl cos 2fs '
1

2
sin 2d sinl sin 2fs

% &

M13 ! M31 ! %Mo cos d cosl cosfs ' cos 2d sinl sinfs" #
M22 ! Mo sin d cosl sin 2fs % sin 2d sinl cos2 fs

# $

M23 ! M32 ! Mo cos d cosl sinfs % cos 2d sinl cosfs" #
M33 ! Mo sin 2d sinl; "21#

where Mo represents the scalar moment [Kennett, 1988;
Kennett, 2001; Pujol, 2003]. The moment tensor of the

perturbed event is given by eMjk = eMjk(fs+ Dfs, l +Dl, d +
Dd), where Dfs, Dl and Dd represent the change in strike,
rake and dip, respectively. For small changes in these angles
eMjk can be approximated with a Taylor Series expansion

eMjk ! Mjk 'Dfs

@Mjk

@fs

'Dl
@Mjk

@l
'Dd

@Mjk

@d
'Df2

s

2

@2Mjk

@f2
s

'Dl2

2

@2Mjk

@l2
'Dd2

2

@2Mjk

@d2
'DfsDl

@2Mjk

@fs@l

'DfsDd
@2Mjk

@fs@d
'DlDd

@2Mjk

@l@d
' O Dangle

'' ''3
! "

:

"22#
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[26] From the far field approximations for the P, SV and
SH displacements [e.g., Pujol, 2003], and equation (13), we
obtain

f P" # ! 1

4pra3
r̂Mr̂T ; "23#

f SH" # ! 1

4prb3
q̂Mr̂T ; "24#

and

f SH" # ! 1

4prb3
f̂Mr̂T ; "25#

where r is the density. The unit vectors r̂, q̂ and f̂
are given by (sin q cos f, sin q sin f, cos q), (cos q cos f,
cos q sin f, %sin q) and (%sin f, %cos f, 0), respectively.
Using equations (23) to (25) and integrating equation (17)
over all take off angles gives

Z
f T" #2dW ! 1

4prr
16p
15a6

M2
o ' 24p

15b6
M2

o

% &
: "26#

[27] To derive a relationship between the change in
orientation between the two source mechanisms and the
path-weighted average of the change in amplitude we
consider a specific example. We use a coordinate system
with the x-z plane aligned with the fault plane and the x axis
in the direction of the identically oriented strike and slip
vectors. In that coordinate system d = p/2, l = 0, fs = 0 and
equation (21) gives a moment tensor of form

M !
0 %Mo 0

%Mo 0 0
0 0 0

0

@

1

A: "27#

[28] The choice of these parameters for the source is
made to simplify the derivation. However, the relationship
that follows is applicable to any starting focal mechanism
due to the angular integration in equation (19).
[29] First, we consider the P waves. The P wave contri-

bution for scattering path T is given by equation (23). The
P wave contribution for the same scattering path of the
perturbed wave is given by

ef T ;P" # ! 1

4pra3
r̂Mr̂T 'Dfsr̂

@M

@fs

r̂T 'Dlr̂
@M

@l
r̂T

%

(Ddr̂
@M

@d
r̂T 'Df2

s

2
r̂
@2M

@f2
s

r̂T 'Dl2

2
r̂
@2M

@l2
r̂T

'Dd2

2
r̂
@2M

@d2
r̂T 'DfsDlr̂

@2M

@fs@l
r̂T

'DfsDdr̂
@2M

@fs@d
r̂T 'DlDdr̂

@2M

@l@d
r̂T
&
r̂i: "28#

[30] Combining equations (23) and (28) with equation (16)
leads to r(T,P), the change in P wave displacement along
scattering path T

r T ;P" # ! Dfs

2 sin2 q cos 2f
sin2 q sin 2f

% &
'Dl

% sin 2q sinf
sin2 q sin 2f

% &

'Dd
% sin 2q cosf
sin2 q sin 2f

% &
% 1

2
4Df2

s 'Dl2 'Dd2
# $

'DfsDl
% sin 2q cosf
sin2 q sin 2f

% &
'DfsDd

sin 2q sinf
sin2 q sin 2f

% &

'DlDd
2 cos2 q% sin2 q sin2 f

sin2 q sin 2f

% &
: "29#

[31] Using equations (23) and (29) and integrating over
the takeoff angles gives

Z
r T ;P" #f T ;P" #2dW ! 1

4prr
%8pM2

o

15a6
Dd2 ' 4Df2

s 'Dl2
# $

:

"30#

[32] We repeat the same treatment in the Appendix for the
SV- and SH-waves and obtain

Z
r T ;SV" #f T ;SV" #2dW ! 1

4prr
%2pM2

o

15b6
Dd2 ' 4Df2

s 'Dl2
# $

;

"31#

and

Z
r T ;SH" #f T ;SH" #2dW ! 1

4prr
%2pM2

o

3b6
Dd2 ' 4Df2

s 'Dl2
# $

;

"32#

respectively.
[33] Combining equations (26), (30), (31) and (32) with

equation (19) gives the simple expression

hri ! % 1

2
Dd2 ' 4Df2

s 'Dl2
# $

: "33#

[34] The relationship between the cross correlation and
the change in source mechanism, measured by the root
mean square change in source parameters, is given by
combining equations (11) and (33)

R t;tw" #
max ! 1% 1

2
Dd2 ' 4Df2

s 'Dl2
# $

: "34#

[35] The use of non-overlapping windows to compute
R(max)
(t,tw) provides independent estimates of hri for different

center times t. These can be used to check consistency, or
for error analysis. Snieder [2004] shows that the relative
contribution of cross terms, ignored in this derivation, is of
order

(((((((((((((((((((
1=DF2tw

p
where 2tw is the sliding window length

and Df is the bandwidth of the signal. A large window
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length reduces the fluctuations due to cross terms at the
expense of having fewer independent estimates.
[36] Equation (34) relates the variation in mechanism

between two double couples directly from the cross corre-
lation of their coda. It demonstrates the possibility of
combining coda wave and first motion techniques for
relative focal mechanism determination. Alternatively, there

is scope for a combined application of this theory with CWI
estimates of source separation to create a joint relative
location and focal mechanism determination.

3. Numerical Validation

[37] In order to understand the range of applicability for
equation (34), we use a finite difference (FD) solver of the

Figure 2. Configuration of the model domain in 3D (left). The reference source is indicated by a focal
mechanism. The 35 recording stations (triangles) are shown for the surface (black), second (grey), third
(black) and bottom (grey) depth levels in 3D on the left and in 2D slices on the right.

Figure 3. Initial 1.5 s sections of vertical component reference waveforms for 5 stations at the surface
(101,103,105,107,109) and bottom (401, 403, 405, 407, 409) and one station in the plane of the event
(306). Station location is depicted in Figure 2.
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3D elastic wave equation to generate waveforms for testing
the CWI source variation theory. The FD solver PMLCL3D,
supplied by Kim Olsen, is used on a Beowulf cluster. The
solver implements a staggered-grid velocity-stress finite
difference scheme with fourth order accuracy in space and
second order accuracy in time [Olsen, 1994; Graves, 1996;
Olsen et al., 2006]. The model domain extends 7.68 km in
each of the three dimensions. To alleviate reflections from
the boundaries PMCL3D implements perfectly matched
absorbing (PML) boundary conditions [Collino and Tsogka,
2001; Marcinkovich and Olsen, 2003] on the sides and
bottom boundary. The surface is modeled by a second-order
technique which places the vertical velocity component and
the xz and xy stress components precisely on the surface
(i.e., the FS2 approach of Gottschämmer and Olsen, 2001).
[38] The P wave velocity, a of the medium is represented

by a 3D Gaussian random medium with mean P wave
velocity ma = 5000 ms%1, velocity perturbation of 4% (i.e.,
standard deviation sa = 200 ms%1) and correlation length of
150 m. The S wave velocity is defined by

b ! a
1:65

; "35#

the density set to 2600 kgm%3 everywhere and the grid
point separation 40 m. In the derivation of equation (34) we
assumed that coda recorded at a given station arises from
waves leaving the source in all directions. To achieve this,
the scattering must be sufficiently strong; a requirement
which is attained by the chosen velocity.
[39] The reference source is located in the center of the

model domain. It is defined by a double couple with strike
fs = 0, dip dd = 90, rake l = 0 and scalar seismic moment
Mo = 1. The source time function is created using a
Gaussian pulse of form

s t" # ! exp
% t % 0:42" #2

2t2

 !

; "36#

with t = 0.01 s.

[40] Figure 2 illustrates the 35 recording stations distrib-
uted over four depth levels. The top level is located at the
free-surface and the second, third and fourth levels are at
depths of 1/4 (or 1.92 km), 1/2 (3.84 km), and 3/4 (5.76 km)
of the model domain, respectively. Each station records
waveforms in 3 channels corresponding to motion in the
vertical and two horizontal directions. The vertical compo-
nent waveforms are shown in Figure 3 for 5 stations in
layers 1 (stations 101, 103, 107, 109, and 105) and 4 (401,
403, 405, 407, 409) and for one station in the horizontal
plane of the source (306). As expected from a vertically
oriented strike-slip double couple, the vertical first arrivals
at the free-surface (layer 1) illustrate compression in diag-

Figure 4. One second section comparing the reference waveform (thin-black) recorded in the horizontal
y-channel of station 203 with that modeled after a change in strike of 24! (thick-grey).

Figure 5. Comparison of reference waveform with the
waveform after changing the strike by 24!. The top panel
depicts the complete reference (black) and perturbed (grey)
waveforms. The bottom panel illustrates the computed hri
as a function of sliding window of length 0.75 s.
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onally opposing stations 103 and 107 and dilatation in
stations 106 and 109.
[41] The polarity of vertical first P wave motion in each

corner of layer 4 is opposite to that observed in layer 1. That
is, station 403 shows dilatation whereas station 103, located
directly above 403, is in compression. In most practical
applications the first arrival recorded at a surface station
comes from waves that began propagating downward from
the source and were brought to the surface via refraction.
This explains why focal mechanisms are usually illustrated
with a lower hemisphere projection. In Figure 3 the first
arrivals at the surface station originate from the source as
upward propagating waves because there is no gradient in
the velocity field to generate refraction.
[42] The first arrivals at stations 105, 405, and 306 are not

as easy to pick because these stations are aligned with the
fault (105 and 405) and auxiliary (306) planes. Such arrivals
are known as emergent arrivals and commonly occur when

the stations are located on or close to the auxiliary or fault
planes [Stein and Wysession, 2004]. Emergent arrivals may
also occur when signal-to-noise ratios are low or in the
presence of heterogeneity. Typically, emergent arrivals are
discarded when determining focal mechanisms from polar-
ity and/or amplitude data. Note however that equation (34)
is equally applicable to the coda of waves with emergent
first arrivals. Moreover, traditional approaches to focal
mechanism application require good azimuthal station cov-
erage. This is not necessary when applying equation (34)
because information from all take-off angles is incorporated
within the angular integrations described in section 2.
[43] Figure 4 compares one second of the reference

waveform with that obtained when the strike is varied by
24!. The waveforms shown are the horizontal y-component
recorded at station 203. The source change is not sufficient
to cause any major differences between the first arrivals.
However, variation between the coda is clearly observable.

Figure 6. Computed hri values illustrated as a function of sliding window for all channels. They are
categorized into x, y, and z channel (columns) and layer (rows). The fluctuation about the known hri
(dashed lines) indicates that the theory is applicable for all channels in any direction from the source.
Error bars at the end of each subplot indicate the mean (circle) and ±s (tails) obtained after grouping the
third through to the last sliding window estimates from each trace in the subplot. The first two sliding
window estimates are ignored to ensure that S-wave coda is included in all windows. The dominance of
S-waves in the coda have been discussed by several authors [e.g., Aki, 1992; Snieder and Vrijlandt,
2005].
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Apparent phase shifts between the reference and perturbed
coda are not associated with traveltime delays along a
specific trajectory. They arise due to differences in the
superposition of amplitudes summed over all trajectories
arriving at a given time.

[44] Figure 5 illustrates complete reference and perturbed
waveforms for the same station-channel along with the
computed hri as a function of sliding window with width
0.75 s. The hri fluctuates around the expected value of
%0.35 (dashed line). Note that the cross-correlation is equal
to hri + 1 (see equation (34)).
[45] Values of hri inferred from the waveforms are shown

as a function of sliding window for all channel-station
combinations in Figure 6. For example, the top-left subplot
illustrates computed hri for the x-channel of all stations in
layer at the surface. The observed fluctuations are related to
the cross terms which are ignored in the derivation of
equation (33) [Snieder, 2004]. It is because of these fluctua-
tions that it is important to consider multiple non-overlapping
time windows and, if available, waveforms from different
stations. Error bars depicting the mean and standard devi-
ation of all CWI estimates for a given layer-channel are
shown at the end of each subplot. In the subsequent analysis
the earliest two estimates are removed from each station
before computing the errorbars because the early scattered
waves do not have time to propagate in all directions from
the source. This figure demonstrates that the known source
change, measured by the root mean square of the change in
source angles (equation (33)), is less than one standard
deviation from the mean CWI estimate for waveforms
recorded in all directions from the source. The result
confirms that the theory is equally applicable for stations
at any location. It suggests, as hypothesized in the theory,
that data from a range of takeoff angles reach each station
due to the scattering. Furthermore, the top row of Figure 6
suggests that surface-recorded waveforms provide sufficient
information to estimate the source change.
[46] To explore the range in applicability of the theory we

undertake four synthetic experiments. When describing
different source mechanisms we indicate the strike, dip
and rake in parenthesis as follows: (strike, dip, rake). For
the reference event these angles are (0,90,0). In experiment 1
we consider the effect of 2! increases in strike from (2,90,0)
to (40,90,0). A subset of the considered focal mechanisms
are shown in row 2 of Figure 7. The reference focal
mechanism is given in row 1 for comparison. The 105
waveforms for each perturbed mechanism are compared
with the reference waveforms and equation (34) used to
estimate the change in mechanism as a function of sliding
window of length 0.75 s. This produces 9 estimates per
channel or 945 estimates in total. Error bars are computed
by combining all station-channel-window estimates
(excluding the first two sliding widow estimates from each
cross correlation) and plotted in Figure 8a. That is, each
error bar represents the distribution of 735 hri estimates. As
expected, the technique successfully estimates the change in
mechanism for small variations. For large variations the
technique provides a lower bound on the source change. It
can not accurately determine the source change for large
variations because of the Taylor series approximation in the
theory which is less accurate for larger changes. In this case
we observe that the CWI estimates are within one standard
deviation of the known change in mechanism for all Dfs

less than 30!. We refer to the point where the top of the
errorbar m + s, intersects the known separation as the
crossover point.

Figure 7. Range of focal mechanisms considered in the
four experiments. The top row illustrates the reference event
and the second row depicts a subset of the focal
mechanisms used in experiment 1 which considers increas-
ing strike in 2! increments from 2! to 40!. Row 3 illustrates
focal mechanisms associated with experiment 2 (change in
dip: 2! increments from 88! to 10!), row 4 depicts
experiment 3 (change in rake: 2! increments from 2! to
80!) and row 5 illustrates experiment 4 (change in all three
angles in 2! increments from 2! to 32!). Asterisks are used
in each row to indicate the focal mechanisms between
which the crossover point is found (see Figure 8). All focal
mechanisms are lower hemisphere projections.
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[47] In experiment 2 we consider variations of dip in 2!
increments from (0,88,0) to (0,10,0). Associated variation in
focal mechanisms are illustrated for a subset of those
considered in row 3 of Figure 7. Repeating the analysis
conducted for strike leads to 8(b). As with the strike
experiments, we observe a crossover point before which
the CWI estimates are accurate and after which they provide
a lower bound on the known change. In this case the
crossover point of Dd = 62! is roughly twice that observed
with the strike. The factor of 2 arises from the square root of
the coefficient 4 onDfs2 when solving equation (34) forD fs.
[48] In experiment 3 we repeat the process for 2! incre-

ments in rake from (0,90,2) to (0,90,80) (see Figure 7 row 4
for illustrations). The errorbars of 8(c) indicate a cross-
over point of roughly 56! which is similar to that
observed in experiment 2 for changes in dip. A compar-
ison of Figures 8b and 8c indicates a subtle difference in
curvature (as indicated by the error bar centers) between the
rake and dip experiments.
[49] Finally, in experiment 4 we consider changes in all

three mechanism angles simultaneously. In this case we
consider concurrent increases (decreases for dip) in incre-
ments of 2! from (2,88,2) to (32, 58, 32) (see Figure 7
row 5). The resulting errorbars are displayed in 8(d). They

indicate a crossover point between 16! and 18! for simul-
taneous angle changes.
[50] The experiments are repeated twice; first with only

the surface stations (9 stations with 189 hri estimates) and
secondly with only station 101 (21 hri estimates). Figure 9
illustrates how the mean estimate mhri varies as a function of
mechanism variation when all stations, those in the top
(surface) layer and a single station are used for experiments
1 to 4 in subplots (a), (c), (e), and (f), respectively. These
four subplots demonstrate that equation (34) leads to an
accurate estimate of the mechanism variation (as given by
mhri) when either the surface stations or a single station are
used in isolation. Subplots (b), (d), (e), and (h) illustrate
how the standard deviation shri varies as a function of
mechanism variation. The 21 hri estimates provided by a
single station lead to greater fluctuations in the shri curves
than those observed when either the 9 surface or all 35
stations are used. However, the shape of the shri curves
derived from a single station are similar to their counterparts
that use either the surface data or that from all stations.

4. Discussion

[51] Source mechanisms can be computed from long-
period regional and teleseismic waves using waveform

Figure 8. Errorbars depicting the range of applicability of equation (34) for variation in (a) strike Dfs,
(b) dip Dd, (c) rake Dl, and (d) all three angles (Dfs, Dd, Dl) simultaneously. The solid diagonal line
depicts values where the estimated and known hri are identical. All four figures indicate a crossover point
before which equation (34) provides accurate estimates of the known hri and after which it provides a
lower bound. Focal mechanisms are included to indicate the source variation associated with key points
of each curve.
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matching techniques. At local distances the high frequency
content is more important and the use of waveform techni-
ques are less successful due to inaccuracies in the velocity
model. One exception is given by Ramos-Martı́nez and
McMehan [2001] where a detailed 3D velocity model
exists. For this reason most studies of local earthquakes
model mechanisms using polarity and amplitude data. Such
techniques are sensitive to poor azimuthal coverage, emer-

gent arrivals which are often discarded and incorrect station
polarity. Moreover, erroneous polarity data can result from
3D structure that is not considered [Oppenheimer et al.,
1988]. The use of only polarity and amplitude data means
that large sections of the recorded waveforms are not
utilized.
[52] In this paper we develop a new theory which relates

the correlation between coda of two double-couple events to
the change in orientation between their source mechanism
(as measured by the root mean square of the change in
source angles). We consider events that have the same
location and differ in mechanism only. Variations in mag-
nitude and stress drop are also tolerable, provided the
waveforms are filtered to a dominant frequency less than
the corner frequency of both events. When this criterion is
satisfied the source behaves effectively like a point source in
time, and the slip history is a step function (as seen by the
waves with frequency smaller than the corner frequency).
However, if the dominant frequency exceeds the corner
frequency the interference between waves radiated by
different parts of the source must be accounted for.
[53] The theory is not sensitive to poor azimuthal cover-

age, emergent arrivals or incorrect station polarity. Further-
more, the method we present makes it possible to estimate
the change in source orientation between events from coda
waves recorded at a single station. The redundancy of
multiple stations can be used as a consistency check, and
to reduce the uncertainty in the estimated change in source
angles. The technique can easily be automated when com-
bined with a triggering algorithm to define the time interval
in which coda waves arrive.
[54] Detailed knowledge of the velocity structure is also

not required. The technique merely requires that the velocity
structure is heterogeneous enough to support scattering and
that the coda arriving at each station begins as waves
propagating from the source in all directions. We do not
directly account for first order discontinuities such as
layering or the free surface. Such first order scattering
produces wave reflections and conversions. We assume that
non-planar scattering provides sufficient randomization of
the directions of wave propagation and that the assumption
that coda comprises waves from all take-off angles is not
violated in the presence of first order discontinuities. The
validity of this assumption is supported by Figures 6 and 9
which demonstrate that proximity of stations to the free
surface does not adversely effect estimates of hri. Similarly,
Robinson et al. [2007] demonstrate using synthetic experi-
ments that there is no evident breakdown in the ability of
CWI to estimate source separation as the depth of sources
approach the free-surface. A further advantage of the CWI
technique is that it incorporates high-frequency information
from large sections of the waveform (i.e., the coda), a
component that is typically discarded.
[55] In practice one would expect events to differ in both

location and mechanism. Recall that the source separation
formula (equation (3)) is dependent on frequency whereas
the newly derived source variation one (equation (34)) is
not. We propose that this difference in sensitivity to fre-
quency can be exploited to identify both separation and
source variation directly from the interference of coda
waves. Therefore the theory presented in this paper

Figure 9. Mean mhri and standard deviation shri of the
CWI estimates as a function of actual hri when different
stations are omitted. The results are plotted for the strike,
dip, rake and multi experiments on rows 1 to 4, respectively.
In each row mhri and shri are shown on the left and right,
respectively. The subplots compare the statistics (mhri and
shri) when the CWI estimates are used from all stations (all),
stations in the top layer (top) and station 101 (101).
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demonstrates the possibility of relative focal mechanism
determination.
[56] Relative focal mechanism determination could be

conducted for events with accurate locations by extracting
only estimates of focal mechanism variation from the coda
wave cross correlation. Alternatively, combining the sepa-
ration and source variation branches of CWI facilitates a
simultaneous relative location and mechanism determina-
tion. These coda wave techniques can be further combined
with focal mechanism and location techniques that use
phase arrival information for even more constraints.
[57] Such techniques will be useful whenever high pre-

cision location and mechanism information is desired. For
example, one potential application involves estimating
earthquake hazard from the transfer of stress associated
with earthquakes. A brief overview of the relationship
between stress and hazard is given by Kilb and Hardebeck
[2006], who point out that this is a controversial area of
research and that not all authors subscribe to the view that
hazard can be estimated from changes in stress. Of those
researching in this area, a number have demonstrated
sensitivity of stress (hence hazard) estimates to accurate
mechanism parameters [e.g., Harris and Simpson, 2002;
Kilb, 2003]. Abers and Gephart [2001] also discuss the
propagation of focal mechanism errors into stress modeling.
In particular, they propose an inversion technique to com-
pute stress directly from first motion data and therefore
bypass the calculation of focal mechanisms and the need to
incorporate a detailed error analysis. Actually, the focal
mechanisms are simultaneously computed. Abers and
Gephart [2001] demonstrate that even with 20–30 first
motions having less than 5% polarity violations it is not
possible to determine the stress orientation within a 20–30!
error bound. Naturally, with less first motions one would
expect the uncertainty on stress orientation to increase.
[58] In an application to local seismicity for three regions

in California, Hardebeck [2006] undertakes a statistical
analysis of differences in focal mechanisms for events at
varying distances. Hardebeck [2006] demonstrates that the
differences in mechanism, measured by the minimum single
angular rotation, is typically less than the 1-sigma uncer-
tainty of &25! for events with separations less than 2 km.
With such values of focal mechanism uncertainty it is not
possible to distinguish whether computed differences in
focal mechanism reflect actual differences or are merely a
result of noise. It is in this range that the combined CWI
technique we are proposing will be most sensitive. There-
fore it potentially offers independent assessment on whether
events in this distance range exhibit identical focal
mechanisms.

5. Conclusion

[59] We present a new theory that relates the change in
double couple mechanism between two identically located
events and the cross correlation of their coda. Applicability
of the theory is demonstrated using four synthetic experi-
ments. In the first experiment we demonstrate that it is
possible to estimate within one standard deviation, a change
in strike of up to 30! directly from the cross correlation of
coda. We refer to this point as the crossover point. For

angles exceeding 30! the CWI technique provides a lower
bound for the change in orientation. Experiments varying
the dip and rake indicate crossover points of 62! and 56!,
respectively. In a fourth experiment we find a crossover
point of 17! when all three double couple angles are varied
simultaneously by the same quantity. Repeating the experi-
ments with a single station demonstrates that the theory
provides an accurate measure of source mechanism varia-
tion (as given by mhri) in the absence of complete azimuthal
coverage. Sensitivity to mechanism variations in this range
suggest that the theory may be applied in local settings as a
further constraint to focal mechanism determination. The
constraint can be applied via a relative focal mechanism
determination approach which is analogous to the relative
location techniques currently used in seismology.

Appendix A

[60] For the SV-wave along scattering path T we obtain
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[61] Similarly, for the SH-wave on scattering path T we
get
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